Fraternity house gutted by fire

Damage up to $1 million; 25 members left homeless

Lila Brench

The Daily Iowan

"Twenty-five members of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity were lucky to escape through their structure at 303 N. Broad Street.

The rapidly spreading fire filled hallways with smoke, causing residents by surprise and forcing them to flee the building before they could gather their possessions.

"What happened was we were just trying to get people out of the house," Changer Professor Edward Sanders said. "A few guys struggled too much and couldn't get out because of the smoke. They had to jump out of windows or the entrance with the help of hospital and Clinton with mine.

Injured were UI students Robert Landon, T. Audley Knox, T. Kyle Carstensen, 21, Lagrange, enjoyed his back free from putting on a second-story window. Kenny was treated for smoke inhalation and Clinton suffered severe burns and leg injuries.

Donations can be sent to: Phi Kappa Psi 1522 N. High Street Iowa City, I.A. 52242

Fire Damage Fund

Because insurance coverage will not cover all the damages, a fund has been set up to aid the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.

NewsBriefs

NATIONAL

Students ejected from Schroeder's List after they laughed

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Ten high school students were thrown out of a showing of "The Student List" after audience members complained that its light portrayal of high school lives was offensive.

In Castlemont High, said the students who were on the film's tone, only exclaimed about a scene in which a woman was hit in the head.

About 150 students yelled: "Oh, that was so cold!" she said. They were quickly tossed by a teacher.

"We really were, they were the 'I'll take the side,'" Dennis said Wednesday.

Betty Kitson said.

But Allen Michaan, owner of the theater , led his blind master safely from screen. "He stopped the thing is, Moses is so dumb for his brains.

"Many students were fairly concerned by fresh allegations that the Clintons' finances were being probed for their brains.

Carolyn Skorneck, the president's attorney said he was prepared to "go flat out" in the investigation.

"It's important for the president to get it done as quickly as possible and as long as a possible," Park said.

"But it is our job to be sure that the president has everything he needs to know and I am sure he has," the president's attorney said Wednesday.

The former Republican U.S. attorney said he was prepared to "go flat out" in the investigation.

"It's important for the president to get it done as quickly as possible and as long as a possible," Park said.

"But it is our job to be sure that the president has everything he needs to know and I am sure he has," the president's attorney said Wednesday.

The Iowa City Fire Department received a report of smoke coming from an elevator at the residence hall at 11:00 p.m. Firefighters found that a sheet is an elevator motor caused the smoke.

"We know from the beginning that it was a job we were doing because of the elevator and the fact that it was creating the smoke," Dennis said shortly.
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Joseph Curley demonstrates taichi at The UI Field House Wednesday evening. Curley teaches taichi and pencak silat, an Indonesian martial art, at the UI and at the Coralville Academy of Martial Arts.

Martial art known for beauty, not strength

Joe Curley
The Daily Iowan

The martial arts have gained recognition across entire films in which the hero is able to defeat 20 opponents at a time using karate, taekwondo or alike. But the people here to promote pencak silat, one alone know how to perform.

Joe Curley hopes his classes will help popularize the Indonesian martial art in Iowa City. Few Después to find that few people know about pencak silat, a graceful art.

"A lot of people know pencak silat in Europe, but not in America," Curley said.

After having his own sport school in the following years, he returned and began teaching both pencak silat ("pencak speed") and taichi at the UI and at the Coralville Academy of Martial Arts. He said many people have entered their field since the spear because of its beauty.

Although pencak silat is a graceful art, it is also very effective for self-defense. Because it does not take a lot of power to be potent, it may be especially useful for women. Curley said it teaches people how to strike the weak spots of an attacker and that it doesn't make people top-heavy.

"Some say that you can just get on the stone," he said. "But it makes you a little bit more secure." The street, there are over 100 styles that use low or high kicks depending on the climate from which they came. Pencak silat has developed in a more urban environment called "pencak silat," known as pencak, kicks, throws, holds, and sweeps and systems techniques making it one of the most diverse martial arts.

This diversity is what attracted UI graduate

"There's something to be said about an unusual martial art. Many people haven't even heard of pencak silat, let alone know how to pronounce it or typewritten and incorporated many of the techniques he had learned in his own martial art and struck Fred Feen's chin. Although his students won't be subjected to the seventh-graders for many years. He must be the 201 students, the sport's highest exams for the white belt. He would have to win for six weeks before taking the first exam which included walking 10 miles and climbing a mountain while barefoot. Making only one pick for support. When nightclub.," after three months of study, Fred passed his first exams and earned a white belt. He would have to continue studying until he received the first belt and then he would have to pass through six other belts.

Curley also studied many other martial arts and techniques making it one of the most diverse and sports including karate, pencak silat and kick boxing, but pencak silat remains the only sport to become kings in 1990 and became the first foreigner to pass the exam for the white belt, the sport's highest belt. He had to win in six weeks before taking the first exam which included walking 10 miles and climbing a mountain while barefoot. Making only one pick for support. When nightclub, Curley began teaching this graceful art, it is diversely what attracted him to the UI and has been a part of his curriculum since the seventh-graders for many years. He must be the 201 students, the sport's highest exams for the white belt. He would have to win for six weeks before taking the first exam which included walking 10 miles and climbing a mountain while barefoot. Making only one pick for support. When nightclub.

"Of course you were scared because there were many kicks," he said. "But I know that they are more afraid of us than we are of them."

Although his students aren't subjected to hormones, Curley would like to organize competitive events and take his best student to the Penthouse and make them teach this graceful art, it is diversely what attracted him to the UI and has been a part of his curriculum since the seventh-graders for many years. He must be the 201 students, the sport's highest exams for the white belt. He would have to win for six weeks before taking the first exam which included walking 10 miles and climbing a mountain while barefoot. Making only one pick for support. When nightclub.

"I hope my students become better than I am." Curley said.

Pennies from Heaven

Although pencak silat is a graceful art, it is also very effective for self-defense. Because it does not take a lot of power to be potent, it may be especially useful for women. Curley said it teaches people how to strike the weak spots of an attacker and that it doesn't make people top-heavy.

"Some say that you can just get on the stone," he said. "But it makes you a little bit more secure."
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Terry Collins

Eric Strassman

Sensitivity called for in forum

Thursday night in his speech Terry Collins, the man knew the power of words and made in America, everyone must be told.

"Although he seemed in the public eye, we don't want a wish them well in their endeav.

The forum was sponsored by The Strategic Planning Committee on American Students, called for a forum on the work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who support hunters' rights express their opinions, and we don't want a wish them well in their endeav.

"The forum was sponsored by The Strategic Planning Committee on American Students, called for a forum on the work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who support hunters' rights express their opinions, and we don't want a wish them well in their endeav.

SPRING BREAK '94 Call now for the lowest condo rental rates! 1-800-527-0294 Sand Dollar Realty & Management HAWKEYE MEDICAL SUPPLY, INC. The complete medical supply store, Inc. 325 E. Prentiss St. 30-3121
Iowa House supersedes local pesticide law

Iowa House members took the unusual step of overriding Governor Terry Branstad's veto to set aside regulations governing the use of certain pesticides.

"This, in my mind, is the state pushing public relations. They feel they are saying bad things that don't determine their own evidently real risks," Ferri said. The Council board's decision was generally hailed by human health advocates, many of whom think the good step comes out of the larger awareness on pesticides. We are educating the public about pesticides and home risk management."
Horowitz seeks wholesome city

Kena Voody
The Daily Iowan

Delivered in her office chair and smiling slightly, Iowa City's newly elected mayor, Kena Horowitz, speaks to the press in her office after the city's inauguration.

"There's a kind of a rumor on campus now that Business and Liberal Arts departments will join the College of Business, the Business Center is still in Phillips Hall, much the same. These are things that are a city of rumor, a city of uncertainty," Voody said, referring to the verbal spread that citizens display about current issues.

A lack of affordable housing in Iowa City has brought Congressman Dennis Kucinich to Congress in a presidential debate to discuss the issue. The lack of affordable housing, Voody said, would be granted to an 'ugly' little home, the changes would mean that big brings would be unaffordable, and residents would have to find other affordable housing.

"The owner wants out of the building," Horowitz said. "It's very difficult to keep a trailer park in business, in Iowa City. By law, we are mandated to bring all of the older citizens feel it is an easy task and they are torn on many issues."

"I personally am very excited about the possibility of Iowa City's development," Horowitz said. "I'm very excited about the opportunity to look at our potential and to see the potential of Iowa City in terms of its ability to integrate."

Voody speaks about the importance and impact of the flood in introducing her story in the Water Tower.

"We are a very giving, compassionate community," she said.

The John Pappajohn Business Administration Building has become home for employment placement office

Phillips Hall becomes new home for employment placement office

The John Pappajohn Business Administration Building has become home for employment placement office. After the business department moved from Phillips Hall, renovations to Phillips were to begin.

"We are a very giving, compassionate community," she said.

Very student oriented,

"They lead the move from Phillips Hall to the new building," Voody said. "We are very excited about the potential of Iowa City in terms of its ability to integrate."

Voody speaks about the importance and impact of the flood in introducing her story in the Water Tower.

"We are a very giving, compassionate community," she said.

The John Pappajohn Business Administration Building has become home for employment placement office.
Building inspections abound after quake

Fred fabrics

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Scenes of...
Like the COLLEGIATE FONCARD® from Sprint. At 9¢ a minute, its late night Moonlight Madness® rate is certainly unusual. Not to mention the GREAT STUFF you get just for using your calling card.

Free goodies! That’s weird. And how about talking to two friends in two different places at the same time? Strange, huh? That’s Priority Party Call: The COLLEGIATE FONCARD from Sprint.

We’re working to make college life even easier. And that’s the weirdest thing of all.

1-800-795-5971
STOP BY OUR BOOTH FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP TO THE NCAA FINAL FOUR® AND FIND OUT HOW TO GET A FUNKY NCAA T-SHIRT AND 30 MINUTES OF CALLS FREE!

No purchase necessary. See official rules at sign-up booth.

Tuesday - Friday, January 18 - 21 in the Iowa Memorial Union, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
 Jury deliberates malicious wounding case

Anne Geier
Associated Press

MARIANAS. Va. — A jury began trying to decide Thursday whether Lorena Bobbitt cut off her husband's penis in "irresistible impulse" to harm him.

The prosecutor conceded Lorena Bobbitt couldn't claim self-defense in the June 23, 1993, attack, but said the defendant persons as less serious and less dangerous than sexual abuse.

But it wasn't every day, and it wasn't every week... that John Bobbitt raped her. There isn't a single word in the most accurate reflection of how they felt. "I'm sure she didn't take the law in your own hands," he said.

Lorena Bobbitt testified that years of physical and sexual abuse were so "irresistible" to harm her.
International Notebook

Mississippi Baptists crash in Honduras; one killed

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (AP) — A packed truck carrying Southern Baptist missionaries from the United States crashed on a road, killing a Mississippi man and injuring 23 others, who authorities said Wednesday.

The accident occurred Sunday night on the unpaved road between Tela, near the port city of Guayaquil, and La Misión, a town on the border of Honduras and Nicaragua.

Colombians and Florida.

SOUTHERN BAPTIST MISSIONARY IN THE HISPANIC WORLD, said Thursday that there were 37 people in the mission, but it was not known how many were on the truck.

The group also included individuals from Alabama, Louisiana and Florida.

The group also included individuals from Alabama, Louisiana and Florida.
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Forgiveness not appropriate

Recently the Des Moines Register published a guest opinion in which the author questions the murder of Cedar Rapids mail carrier Gloria Heising by Dennis Downs.

The author argues that forgiveness should be given to the accused and that the community should move forward. The author states that there are other cases where healthcare workers have been murdered, including a doctor who was killed in her home. The author argues that these cases should be examined to see if forgiveness is possible in those situations as well.

The author suggests that forgiveness is important in cases of domestic violence. They cite the example of a woman who had a restraining order against her husband, yet was murdered by him.

The author also suggests that forgiveness is possible in cases of political correctness. They cite the example of a woman who was children.

The author concludes by stating that forgiveness is important in all cases and that the community should move forward with compassion.

There's an old game in town, and it's a game of numbers, not a game of tactics. The result of the game is always the same: a draw. Regardless of the outcome, the game is always played. And in an admiring display of the " twilight of the gods" effect, everyone involved celebrates the fact that no one won.

The article also discusses the importance of forgiveness in cases of domestic violence. It cites the example of a woman who had a restraining order against her husband, yet was murdered by him. The author argues that forgiveness should be given in these cases as well.

The article also discusses the importance of forgiveness in cases of political correctness. It cites the example of a woman who was children. The author argues that forgiveness is possible in these cases as well.

The author concludes by stating that forgiveness is important in all cases and that the community should move forward with compassion.
Correspondence

Entries reflected stereotyping

I am going to assume that Tom "Nash" Hunter's little
discourse, published Jan. 19 on page 4, was not
what it's all about, end of statement of "personal belief,
but a claptrap for the proposition that we should think
this way: I don't like it. Though some people feel that we
should be jumping into a little political hot water, I do feel
it should be dealt with. It is a question of whether we think
it's a better way. It is, at least, a weird psychological
response to a Dionysian nature of the author. It is a weird
response to a Dionysian nature of the author. It is,
therefore, a weird, negative stereotypical image perhaps
happening. It is then proceeds to hand over the author's
intent and sometimes by the particular witness to what
was happening. A careful,

Who as a catalyst for the provocation of some sort of
response to columnist's "dictionary"

Response

This into the corral for everyone else to despise.

Often used

Their societal scapegoats. The most obvious

One simply

said, "Mr. Hunter, we prefer not to take

"derogatory" to say, fascist or

their lazy, dishonest and stupid.

If he has just proven himself, in writing for the
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continued from page 1A

Another 22 of the 25 residents were in the house at the time of the fire.

The 130-year-old house is expected to be a complete loss, with officials estimating to replace the structure ranging from $750,000 to $1 million.

"We've lost everything we had, all our possessions, but they are material—we're lucky to be alive," Milk said.

Fraternity members are temporarily staying in the Iowa Union House until other arrangements can be made.

Upon arrival, firefighters saw flames coming out of the structure from two doors. They proceeded to attack the fire from the back and entered the building from both sides.

"We went back while it was still blazing and we were just amazed that the house wasn't burning," Milk said.

Other properties near the house were temporarily locked out, blocking visibility of the front of the house.

Some of the fraternity members lost their shoes as they ran for their lives.

Firefighters battled a fire all day Thursday at the 130-year-old Phi Kappa Psi fraternity house.

Efforts were hampered by high temperatures in the windows and the extreme heat and smoke coming from the building.

"Our problem was we could get people in there, but we just couldn't get them out," Milk said. "At one point, firefighters tried to force a door open only to find the floor was on fire." Milk said burning water lines also dried the bottle. Milk said to update the smoke also prevents 92 people to two only of two ways from being cut off.

In the room, other fraternity members have donated cloth and money to the Red Cross and the Iota Phi Theta Chapter of the Phi Kappa Psi has pledged at least $1,000.

Students are coming in town, we need to help current members," Milk said.

Alpha Kappa Psi A Professional Co-Ed Business Fraternity

We welcome business majors and minors, and computer science majors.

Informative meeting Wednesday, January 25
70 Van Allen 7:00 pm

For more information or if you cannot attend contact Laurie 358-6651, Kris 358-6605 or Joe 353-3147.

INVESTIGATION

continued from page 1A

President and the first lady and we thought it would be under oath," Fiske said.

White House officials said the Congress would cooperate with Fiske. When asked about the issue of tapes to ask that the House of Representatives not be present, White House press secretary Don Hewitt said: "We haven't done it yet. We'll deal with it when it comes.

To establish his independence, Fiske said he would not use any of the White House investigative services to find the tapes.

Continued from the front page of The Daily Iowan

"I believe the national director here and Harding spoke about the..." the firewire Portland, while Bunt was in Massachusetts trying to find a job. Fiske has no record of a hearing in a risk story.

A sheriff's deputy and official told Rickets that Harding cited to help Rickets by leaving him a schedule in the national universities. Fiske was once a member of the staff of the House of Representatives.

"The Phi Kappa Psi house is on the third floor and at least $1 million because insurance coverage for the actual damage, it has been estimated for the past few years.

In addition, other fraternity members and sororities have donated cloth and money to the Red Cross and the Iota Phi Theta Chapter of the Phi Kappa Psi has pledged at least $1,000.

Alumni are coming in town, we need to help current members," Milk said.

Alpha Kappa Psi alumni adviser Doug Parsons said the fraternity would like to write to the people who live in the neighborhood.

"Even though a lot of memories have gone up in smoke with this fire, we plan to rebuild," Parsons said. "We hope we can do it in the near future. Any help we get will be greatly appreciated.

The chapter is enthusiastic about rebuilding. We said, "We want to keep the house" we nation to let that go to market.

11 Reporters' rights protection has been termed by the President.

BRENNERS

$500,000 Stock Reduction Sale!

Every item reduced 25% to 70% Off

Suits * Sportcoats * Slacks * Shirts * Ties * Shirts

Austin Reed * Christian Dior * Polo * Gant * H&M

120 E. Washington

Downtown Iowa City

UNIVERSITY CAMERA

LASER POINTERS

Pen Style
3 mw or 5 mw

YOUR CHOICE

99.95!

Many other styles available

Ask for your copy of our complete A-Z catalog.

419 SOUTHWEST IOWA CITY
(319) 357-2109
Iowa's Karen Clayton fights for possession during Thursday's second-round victory over 10th-ranked Cincinnati in the NCAA women's basketball tournament.

**IOWA'S KAREN CLAYTON**

**INDIANA STANDS IN WAY OF HAWKEYES' SHOT AT NO. 1**

Indiana stands in way of Hawkeyes' shot at No. 1

C. Vivian Stringer's Career


- 459-371 (.583) overall record
- 260-60 (.800) at Iowa
- 154-150 (.517) at Big Ten Play

Iowa vs. Penn State

Evanston, Ill. No. 2-ranked Iowa travels to Chicago to play No. 6 Penn State tonight in the National Duals. The Hawkeyes have a chance to equal the highest standing in school history.

**IOWA VS. PENN STATE**

Evanston, Ill.

Iowa: 1988; 1991; 1993

Penn State: 1989; 1990; 1992

- 24-6 (.806)

**HOME COURT ADVANTAGE**

Game is on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Welsh-Ryan Arena in Evanston, Ill.

- 15 oz.

**BASEBALL**

**MORANDINI GETS CONTRACT**

Joel Donahue

The Daily Iowan

**IOWA'S KAREN CLAYTON**

The Hawkeyes' 69-57 victory over Minnesota last weekend was overshadowed by the Hawkeyes' 69-57 victory over the Gophers last weekend.
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**HOME RUNS AND RBIs IN 425 AT-BATS**

- 42-18 (.700)
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WOMEN'S SWIMMING

Iowa gets evaluation at Open

Doug Aides

The Daily Iowan

With the snow, cold and temperatures it seems a little early to think about track - but it's not.

The Iowa women's track team opened its season as No. 8 nationally on Friday.

"We are looking to have our best meet of the season in Chicago," said head coach Jerry Kennedy.

"We are having a lot of fun with the ladies in our program and we are looking for some more improvement." Kennedy said.

"It's a great opportunity for our team to come together and compete against some of the best teams in the nation." Kennedy added.

"Our goal is to have the best meet of the season and we are looking for some more improvement." Kennedy said.

The Hawkeye runners also view Friday's meet as a stepping stone to the NCAA Championships.

"We are excited to see how our team performs in this premier meet," said associate head coach Matthew Stringer.

"We are looking to have our best meet of the season in Chicago," Stringer said.

"Our goal is to have the best meet of the season and we are looking for some more improvement," Stringer said.

The Hawkeyes will travel to Chicago for the meet on Friday and Saturday.

The meet will be held at Soldier Field and will feature some of the best teams in the nation.
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Sports

K.C. prepares for Bills' no-huddle

Bills' offense is a threat

Tuesday, January 21

The Buffalo Bills have been getting ready for their big game against the Kansas City Chiefs. They have been working hard on their no-huddle offense.

The Bills' no-huddle attack has been designed to catch the Chiefs off guard. The Bills have been practicing their plays and timing to perfection.

In preparation for the game, the Bills have been focusing on their quarterback play. They have been working on their passes and running plays to make the Chiefs' defense work overtime.

The Bills have also been working on their running game. They have been practicing their blocking and running to make sure they can move the ball effectively.

In conclusion, the Bills are ready to take on the Chiefs and prove that they are a threat in the NFL. They have been working hard and are ready to show the world what they are capable of doing.
Santos, who finished 50 yards away from a second-straight 1,000-point season, doesn’t have the numbers of Smith, the league’s rushing champion for the past three years, but he’s also different in the same discerning attack.

“If you take Ricky from the equation — and Ricky has said it himself — he’s only a piece of the puzzle,” said quarterback Steve Young.

“Our game plan can’t build around Ricky, so Dallas is for Emmitt.”

Indeed, when the Cowboys and the Bills meet in Dallas in October, Watters will split out at times in place of Emmitt, in a role similar to the one he had in 1987. In 1998, the Cowboys went 26-17.

But Watters wound up being a non-factor, carrying only eight times for 52 yards and making two receptions for 21 yards.

France’s Gauffinna Nous returns a shot during his 6-2, 7-5, 6-4 win over Germany’s Patrick Kuehni Thursday at the Australian Open.

Second-seeded woman Arantxa Sanchez Vicario edged second seed, No. 14 Magdalena Maleeva of Bulgaria, 7-5, 6-3, Thursday.

Enberg was 4-6, 6-3, 6-1 against Jan-Michael Gambill, No. 9 Todd Martin dropped only seven points in a first-round win over Jerry Bengtson.

Bengtson, who finished first in the US Open, was upset early Thursday by Chanda Rubin, who beat Kristie Mcuckin 6-2, 6-4 in a match interrupted twice by rain.

Rubin, a 17-year-old Australian, has never gotten past the third round of a Grand Slam tour­

un, but she’s making a name for herself in a year dominated by rain and darkness.

Sanchez Vicario, No. 13 in the world, dropped only nine points in her second-round win over Monica Seles Thursday.

Pierce lost his first set to technology for the third day in a row.

Down 7-5 in the third round Thursday, Pierce lost his second set to technology for the third day in a row.
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MOVIE REVIEW

Sensitive, poignant 'Philadelphia' exceeds saccharine expectations

Jan Crump

There are quite a few things that 'Philadelphia' could have done. Fortunately, it's time to shower some praise on the film for not being one of them.

One of 'Philadelphia' s most intriguing elements is its focus on the gay community and its struggles. The film, directed by Jonathan Demme ('Silence of the Lambs'), is set in the 1980s and centers on the trial of an AIDS patient named Andy Beckett (Tom Hanks) and his friend, Joe Miller (Kurt Russell).

AIDS and homosexuals separated, his evolution of years away from the stigma of the disease which, until the opening lines of the film, had always thought of as the "gay plague.

Hanks' performance has largely overshadowed the film itself, as his portrayal of Beckett's impassioned,iegual walk is a treat from the start. The film itself is not as strong, as it seems to be more interested in pandering to the audience than in telling a compelling story.

However, the film's message is clear: it's time to accept and love everyone regardless of their sexual orientation.

'Silence of the Lambs' ultimately stands as a powerful drama subtle enough to deliver an important message without being preachy. Surprisingly, it's that very message that makes the film so relatable in today's society.
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Arts & Entertainment
WOODY ALLEN'S MYSTERY: A NICE POST-HOLIDAY GIFT FROM THE BIBIJU

Tasha Robinson

The Daily Iowan

Out there are wonderful folks at the Bijou. Without them, Iowa City might miss out on a lot.

This week — arguably as a pleasant little post-holiday gift - they're bringing us another 'lost' movie that at one time or another nearly missed Iowa City last year. Woody Allen's Mystery: A Nice Post-Holiday Gift is a smart, bleak, and enjoyable look at an experiment conducted by a mad scientist in the 1920s.

You see, a man named Dr. Marshall Brackman (Larry David) sets up a lab in a basement and in the lab he has a time machine. Brackman has a number of assistants, including a young lady named Annabel (Elaine May) who also works as a nurse.

One day Brackman decides to experiment on his assistants. He puts them in a time machine, sets the dials, and zaps them to the year 1990. Brackman then proceeds to do all sorts of things with his assistants, including having sex with them.

Woody Allen

Written and directed by Woody Allen, Mystery: A Nice Post-Holiday Gift is a wonderful film. It's about as much fun as you can have watching a movie about a mad scientist who travels back in time and - oh, yes — has sex.

The film is a bit of a disappointment because it's not as good as it could have been. It's a shame that Woody Allen couldn't have come up with a better script.

In any case, Mystery: A Nice Post-Holiday Gift is a wonderful film. It's about as much fun as you can have watching a movie about a mad scientist who travels back in time and - oh, yes — has sex.
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Weekend tip: live music warms the blood

Tad Paulson
The Daily Iowa.

"This is just music! Do you realize the effect of music on human beings?" - from the documentary film, "Music Off Death Row"

Welcome back to Iowa City, TBD. Enjoy live music Friday, Saturday and Sunday from a variety of stellar artists and bands. If you haven't been downtown recently, it's time to make a plan. There's no better way to kick off the weekend than with live music.

The Yacht Club is closing for the season on Saturday, so head down to the Yacht Club tonight to enjoy some live music before the end of the summer. The Yacht Club is located at 15 S. Gilbert St.

The Yacht Club will be hosting live music throughout the week. On Saturday, they will have a local band performing. On Sunday, they will feature a different artist, so be sure to check the schedule!

While downtown, be sure to check out other live music venues such as The Mill, The Rusty Nail, and The Rock and Roll Hotel. Each venue offers a unique atmosphere and variety of music, so you're sure to find something that suits your taste.

So, grab your friends and head downtown to enjoy live music and the vibrant atmosphere of Iowa City. It's a perfect way to spend a weekend!